Tired of the lack of choice in the market and the high cost of puncture gloves? So were we! After three years of extensive research, development, finger pricks and modifications, we’ve answered the call with five new gloves and a protective sleeve.

- New industry favorite for puncture gloves and sleeves
- Higher puncture ratings than current industry bestsellers
- Most competitive pricing available
- Trialled and selected by hundreds of industrial/manufacturing plants

Act Fast... **SAMPLES AVAILABLE ONLINE.**

The MOST AMPED up puncture protection available.

Made with Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

See them demoed at (BOOTH 1529) NSC 2015 ATLANTA Sept. 28-30

**Puncture Guard**

**Superior® GLOVE WORKS LTD.**

Engineered hand protection for every industry®

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

superiorglove.com